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Abstract Evensen (2003) presents a modiﬁcation of the
Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF), in which the observation-error and background-error covariance matrices
are both represented by ensembles, in contrast to the
usual practice, where only the background error is so
represented. It is shown that this modiﬁcation can cause
the ensemble to collapse to a single member, in the
common situation where the number of observations is
more than twice the number of ensemble members, and
to be rank-deﬁcient when the number of observations is
greater than or equal to the ensemble size. It is also
shown that some further modiﬁcations to the scheme,
presented by Evensen as oﬀering numerical eﬃciencies,
can prevent this collapse. However, these latter modiﬁcations are shown in some simple numerical examples to
require tuning to produce acceptable results, which are
nevertheless inferior to those of the standard EnKF.
Keywords Data assimilation  Ensemble Kalman Filter 
Observation-error covariance

1 Introduction
Since its introduction by Evensen (1994), the Ensemble
Kalman Filter (EnKF) has been developed as an algorithm for data assimilation in meteorology and oceanography, which oﬀers potentially important advantages
over methods currently used operationally. In particular, the use of a Monte Carlo method to propagate the
analysis-error covariance matrix into the future allows
the development of ﬂow-dependent structures in the
background-error covariance matrix. This oﬀers significant beneﬁts over the use of ﬁxed covariance models,
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such as are widely used in operational statistical interpolation and 3D-VAR schemes at present. Moreover,
these beneﬁts are achieved without the substantial
development cost of coding and validating adjoint and
tangent-linear versions of the forecast model, as required
by the 4D-VAR algorithm.
These potential beneﬁts have stimulated a number of
implementations with several variations upon the basic
algorithm. Here, the standard EnKF (SEnKF) is deﬁned
to be that of Evensen (1994), with the important modiﬁcation that the observations are perturbed as described
by Burgers et al. (1998) to avoid underestimation of the
analysis covariance. A number of variants to the SEnKF
have been proposed, some of which appear to hold
considerable promise. However, they will not be studied
here, as the purpose is rather to explore the properties of
a recent modiﬁcation due to Evensen (2003, henceforth
E2003). In particular, the ensemble background covariances will not be localized as done by Houtekamer and
Mitchell (1998), nor is their double EnKF adopted.
Similarly, alternatives to perturbed observations as
expounded by Anderson (2001), Bishop et al. (2001) and
Whitaker and Hamill (2002) are not considered.
Evensen (2003) provides a broad, if brief, review of
the various approaches, before going on to discuss the
standard algorithm in more detail. In the development a
further variant is introduced, in which the observationerror covariance in the expression for the gain matrix is
estimated from the ensemble of perturbed observations,
rather than being used directly. For convenience, this
variant will be referred to here as the observation
covariance ensemble Kalman ﬁlter (OCEnKF). Evensen
shows that the OCEnKF can oﬀer some numerical
economies over the SEnKF, particularly in the case
where the size of the ensemble is much less than the
number of observations. These economies arise essentially because of the reduced rank of the innovationerror covariance matrix, that is, the covariance of the
observations minus the (interpolated) background ﬁeld.
Notation and analysis schemes are deﬁned in
Section 2. Section 3 contains an analytical proof that
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the OCEnKF leads in certain circumstances to the collapse of the ﬁlter, that is, to the situation where all the
analysis members become identical. Numerical examples
are also presented in which the ensemble-mean analysis
contains features of erroneously large amplitude, which
are interpreted in terms of the spectrum of the Kalman
gain matrix. Evensen (2003) presented an alternative
implementation of the OCEnKF which oﬀers improved
numerical eﬃciency. It is shown in Section 4 that this
implementation contains an implicit perturbation to the
innovation covariance matrix, which has the side eﬀect
of preventing collapse. Some experiments with this
implementation strategy in a simple system are used to
demonstrate, however, that the problems are only partially ameliorated, rather than completely solved, and
that the results are inferior to those from the SEnKF.

Here, notation and analysis schemes are brieﬂy deﬁned.
This is a slight extension of E2003’s notation, and generally consistent with standard data assimilation notational
conventions, except where these conﬂict with E2003.
Let P b denote the background-error covariance
matrix, R the observation-error covariance matrix, H the
(linearized) observation operator, y a vector of m
observations and xb a vector containing the n-element
background state. The analysis equation for Kalman
Filter (KF) may be written
ð1Þ
ð2Þ

and the analysis-error covariance is
P a ¼ ðI  KH ÞP b :

ð3Þ

In the SEnKF, a matrix A 2 RnN containing the background state from the N ensemble members replaces xb ,
and a matrix D 2 RmN containing the perturbed
observations replaces y. An overbar denotes the
ensemble mean and a prime the deviations from it, except for the observation deviations which (to be consistent with E2003) are denoted !. The analysis equation
becomes
Aa ¼ A þ Ke ðD  HAÞ;

ð4Þ

where the Kalman gain matrix is
Ke ¼ Peb H T ðHPeb H T þ RÞ1 ;

ð5Þ

the ensemble estimate of the background-error covariance is
A0 A0T
;
ð6Þ
N 1
and the analysis-error covariance is estimated with

Peb ¼

Pea ¼ ðI  Ke H ÞPeb :

Kee ¼ Peb H T ðHPeb H T þ Re Þþ
¼ A0 A0T H T ðHA0 A0T H T þ !!T Þþ ;

ð9Þ

and
a
Pee
¼ ðI  Kee H ÞPeb :

ð10Þ

3 Proof that the OCEnKF collapses
3.1. Background
The analysis equation in the OCEnKF (Eq. 54 of E2003)
may be written as the sum of its ensemble mean and
perturbation parts:
Aa ¼ A þ A0 A0T H T ðHA0 A0T H T þ !!T Þþ ðD  H AÞ
þ A0 þ A0 A0T H T ðHA0 A0T H T

where the Kalman gain matrix is
K ¼ P b H T ðHP b H T þ RÞ1

!!T
ð8Þ
N 1
and the subscript ee will be used on the gain and analysis
covariance matrices to denote that both P b and R are
being represented by ensembles:
Re ¼

The superscript þ denotes the matrix pseudo-inverse, a
generalization of the usual matrix inverse (Golub and
van Loan, (1996), pp. 257–258), and used here because
HPeb H T þ Re may be singular.

2 Notation and definitions

xa ¼ xb þ Kðy  Hxb Þ;

In the OCEnKF, R in Eq. (5) is replaced by an
approximation calculated from the observation perturbations:

ð7Þ

þ !!T Þþ ð!  HA0 Þ:

ð11Þ

Now, combine the background ensemble under the
observation operator HA and the perturbed observations
D into a single matrix
Z ¼ ½ HA; D  2 Rm2N ;

ð12Þ

where m is the number of observations and N the
ensemble size. Deﬁne
XN ¼ IN  1N 2 RN N ;

ð13Þ

where IN is the N  N identity matrix and 1N is the
N  N matrix with all entries 1=N . Recall 1N is the
averaging operator, A1N ¼ A. Note that XN2 ¼ XN and
XNT ¼ XN , and so XN is both an orthogonal projection
and its own pseudo-inverse. As HAXN ¼ HA0 and
DXN ¼ !, XN is the projection onto the subspace of the
space spanned by the ensemble where the ensemble
mean is 0, and can be regarded as the perturbation
operator. Also, let


XN 0
X ¼
ð14Þ
2 R2N 2N ;
0 XN
which is similarly an orthogonal projection and its own
pseudo-inverse, and observe that rank ðX Þ ¼ 2N  2.
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3.2 The ﬁrst proof
Let ZX ¼ U RV T be the singular-value decomposition of
ZX ¼ ½HA0 ; ! and p ¼ rank ðZX Þ. It would normally be
the case that the background and observation perturbations are linearly independent, so Z is of full rank and
p ¼ minð2N  2; mÞ, but this is not necessary in what
follows. In any event, at least the last two diagonal
elements of R will be zero, and the corresponding columns of V are an orthonormal basis for the null space of
X . They may thus beptaken
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ without loss of generality
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ to
be ð1; :::; 1; 0; :::; 0ÞT = N and ð0; :::; 0; 1; :::; 1ÞT = N .
The perturbation part of Eq. (11) is now written as

lost, giving a rank of at most 2N  m  1. Thus, the
analysis ensemble will be rank-deﬁcient whenever
N  m.
3.3 An alternative proof

A shorter proof of the rank deﬁciency of the analysis
ensemble is now presented, which yields further insight
into the reason for the collapse. However, unlike the
previous proof, it does not lead to the results to be
presented below on the spectra of the gain and analysiserror covariance matrices, nor to the reasons that
E2003’s numerical scheme avoids collapse. Thus, both
0
0
A þKee ð!HA Þ
approaches are useful.


T þ
0
0T T
0 0T T
0
The matrix Re is symmetric and positive semideﬁnite,
¼ A IN A H ðHA A H þ!! Þ ðHA !Þ
so there exists an orthonormal S 2 Rmm such that



IN
Ree ¼ SRe S T is diagonal. Now, use S to transform the
¼ A0 IN  ½IN 0ðZX ÞT ½ZX ðZX ÞT þ ðZX Þ
e ¼ SD. The observation operIN
perturbed observations D



e is SH , and the ensemble estimate of the
ator
for
D
IN
¼ A0 IN  ½IN 0V RT RT þ Rþ RV T
transformed-observation-error covariance is Ree . PreIN
cisely
m  N þ 1 of the diagonal entries of Ree will be
(
"
#) 
 zero, because R is of rank N  1. That is, so far as the
e
Ip
0pð2N pÞ
IN
¼ A0 ½IN 0V I2N 
VT
OCEnKF is concerned, m  N þ 1 of the transformed
0ð2N pÞp 0ð2N pÞð2N pÞ
IN
observations are perfect. Lorenc (2003, Appendix A)
"
# 

shows that assimilating a perfect observation into the
0
0
I
pp
pð2N
pÞ
N
:
ð15Þ EnKF removes a degree of freedom from the ensemble,
¼ A0 ½IN 0V
VT
0ð2N pÞp I2N p
IN
and so the analysis ensemble in the OCEnKF will be of
Consider ﬁrst the case where Z is of full rank and rank N  ðm  N þ 1Þ ¼ 2N  m  1. Examination of
p ¼ 2N  2  m, or N  m=2 þ 1. With the last two Lorenc’s (2003) argument shows that his result is valid
only if the ensemble has rank > 1; once suﬃcient of the
columns of V as described above, Eq. (15) becomes
perfect observations have been assimilated to reduce the
"
# 

rank of the ensemble to 1, no further reduction occurs.
0ð2N 2Þð2N 2Þ 0ð2N 2Þ2
IN
A0 ½IN 0V
VT
Hence, complete collapse occurs whenever
02ð2N 2Þ
I2
IN
2N  m  1  1, or equivalently N  m=2 þ 1, as
ð16Þ shown above. Rank deﬁciency of the analysis ensemble
¼ A0 1N ¼ 0:
will occur when 2N  m  1 < N , or N  m, as oband the analysis ensemble has collapsed to a single tained above.
member.
For typical global atmospheric assimilation systems,
m  105 – 106 , so the condition N  m=2 þ 1 is likely to
3.4 Eigenvalue analysis
be met for any reasonably conceivable ensemble analysis
system. The assumption that Z is of full rank is equivWhen N  m=2 þ 1, HKee has precisely N  1 eigenalent to assuming that the background ensemble (under
values equal to 1, with the rest being 0. This result is now
the observation operator H ) and the perturbed obserdemonstrated, and its implications discussed.
vations are linearly independent, and this will almost
If ½IN ; IN T in Eq. (15) is replaced with either
always be true. In fact, as the analysis ensemble is a
½IN ; 0T or ½0; IN T , two related results follow:
subset of the subspace spanned by the background
ensemble, it is clearly highly desirable that the latter be Kee HA0 ¼ A0
ð17Þ
of full rank, so as to span as large a subspace of the
Kee ! ¼ 0:
model space as is possible. However, it can also be seen
from the above argument that further loss of rank will Using the second of these and the properties of the
occur in the analysis ensemble, in the case where Z is not pseudo-inverse, the ensemble estimate of the analysiserror covariance matrix in the OCEnKF is
of full rank.
Next, the case N  p ¼ m < 2N  2. It is clear from
1
T
a
½ A0 þ Kee ð!  HA0 Þ½ A0 þ Kee ð!  HA0 Þ
Eq. (15) that the analysis perturbations have rank at Pee ¼
N 1
most 2N  m, and calculation of the terms ½IN ; 0V and
T
¼Peb  Peb H T Kee
 Kee HPeb þ Kee ðHPeb H T þ Re Þ
ð½IN ; IN V ÞT with the above choice for the last two
T
ð18Þ
 Kee ¼ ðIn  Kee H ÞPeb ;
columns of V shows that an additional dimension is
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which must be zero when the analysis ensemble collapses. If e is an eigenvector of Peb with k 6¼ 0 the corresponding eigenvalue, then
0 ¼ H ðI  Kee H ÞPeb e ¼ kðI  HKee ÞHe

ð19Þ

and so He is an eigenvector of HKee with eigenvalue 1.
Furthermore, it follows from Eq. (9) that
rankðHKee Þ  rankðPeb Þ ¼ N  1;

ð20Þ

and so HKee has precisely N  1 non-zero eigenvalues, all
of which are 1.
In contrast, consider the SEnKF with R ¼ Im for
simplicity. If
HPeb H T ¼ EKET

ð21Þ

is the eigenvalue decomposition, then the gain matrix Ke
satisﬁes
HKe ¼ HPeb H T ðHPeb H T þ IÞ1
¼ EðKðK þ IÞ1 ÞET ;

ð22Þ

and so the non-zero eigenvalues of HKe , ki =ð1 þ ki Þ, are
all less than 1.
With this decomposition, the analysis equation (with
subsequent interpolation to observation space) for the
SEnKF can be interpreted as a transformation of the
innovations into the eigenspace of HKe [left multiplication by ET ] followed by adjustment of their amplitude
(left multiplication by KðK þ IÞ1 ), and transformation
back into the observation space (left multiplication by E)
to give the analyzed increments. Here, modes present in
the innovations which correspond to non-zero eigenvalues of HPeb H T are present in the analyzed increments,
but with reduced amplitude, while modes corresponding
to zero eigenvalues are eliminated. In contrast, all the
eigenvalues in HKee in the OCEnKF are either 0 or 1, so
the observed modes are either eliminated or unchanged
in the analysis.
Interpretation of this is complicated by the fact that
HKee is not in general symmetric, and the eigenvectors of
HPeb H T and HPeb H T þ Re are diﬀerent. Some examples
will be presented below in which the result of HKee ’s
eigenvalues being either 0 or 1 is that the gravest and
shortest modes are, respectively, preserved and eliminated, and therefore treated approximately correctly.
However, there is an intermediate range which is moderately damped in the SEnKF, but appears in the
OCEnKF analysis with spuriously large amplitude.

4 The impact of some approximations
Inspection of Eq. (15) shows that the collapse in the
OCEnKF arises because ZX appears in both the gain
matrix and the observation innovations. One might,
therefore, suspect that a suitable approximation to, for
instance, ðHA0 A0T H T þ !!T Þþ ¼ ½ðZX ÞðZX ÞT þ might
eliminate the problem. Naturally, the primary consideration in making such an approximation should be that

the analysis ensemble properly represents the analysis
covariance matrix. Evensen (2003) presents an alternative solution strategy which oﬀers numerical eﬃciencies,
which will be shown to also have the eﬀect of approximating the pseudo-inverse and preventing collapse. A
diﬀerent approximation strategy, which retains only the
dominant modes in calculating the pseudo-inverse, will
also be considered. However, it will be seen that both
modiﬁcations to the OCEnKF produce results which are
inferior to those of the SEnKF. A further strategy would
be to ﬁlter the background covariance matrix, as suggested by Houtekamer and Mitchell (1998). This is not
examined here as its eﬀect would be to restore the
innovation-error covariance matrix to full rank, thus
eliminating any potential numerical beneﬁt derived from
its being rank-deﬁcient. Given the lack of any eﬃciency
gain through using Re in a localized OCEnKF, one
might as well revert to the SEnKF and reduce the overall
sampling error. Finally, the possibility of a sequential
version of the OCEnKF will be discussed.
Evensen (2003) suggests that the pseudo-inverse
ðHA0 A0T H T þ !!T Þþ be calculated from the singularvalue decomposition of the m  N matrix1
HA0 þ ! ¼ U RV T ;

ð23Þ

whence the pseudo-inverse becomes
ðHA0 A0T H T þ !!T Þþ  U Rþ RT þ U T :

ð24Þ

This becomes an exact equality if E2003’s Eq. (57),
HA0 !T ¼ 0;

ð25Þ

is true. E2003 states that is equivalent to assuming that
the ensemble and observation perturbations are uncorrelated, which is usually the case. This is correct, if one
interprets Eq. (25) as being stochastically true, but any
particular realization of uncorrelated perturbations will
not satisfy Eq. (25) exactly, because of ﬁnite sample size.
In fact, Eq. (25) will be true for a particular ensemble
realization only if the columns of !T are chosen from the
right null space of HA0 . However, HA0 ¼ HAXN , and so
provided that HA is of full column rank, the null space
consists of vectors with all components equal. That is,
Eq. (25) is exactly satisﬁed only under the requirement
that all the observation perturbation vectors are equal,
which would rather defeat the purpose of perturbing the
observations. If they are chosen otherwise, the violation
of Eq. (25) amounts to an approximation of the pseudoinverse.
The gain matrix and analysis covariance matrix in the
OCEnKF aunder the approximation (24) will be denoted
b ee and Pb , respectively.
K
ee
4.1 Sampling bias in covariance matrices
Before proceeding, it is necessary to ﬁrst consider
the spectra of Peb and Re . For convenience, consider a
1

Note that U,  and V here are diﬀerent to those in Section 2.
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periodic one-dimensional analysis domain ½0; mÞ in
which the error covariances are Gaussian with unit
variance and length-scale L; that is, the covariance between points x and y is given by
h
i
Cðx; yÞ ¼ exp 0:5ðminðjx  yj; 2p  jx  yjÞ=LÞ2 : ð26Þ
The Gaussian function has the convenient property that
its Fourier transform is also Gaussian, with length scale
1=ð2pLÞ; a wide function in physical space is narrow in
Fourier space and vice versa. Moving from continuous
to discrete space and dividing the domain into m equally
spaced gridpoints f0; . . . m  1g with m even, the
covariance matrix Q 2 Rmm is deﬁned by
ðQÞjk ¼ Cðxj ; xk Þ;

ð27Þ

later this will be taken to be either the background-error
or observation-error covariance matrix by appropriate
choice of L.
Deﬁne also the discrete Fourier transform matrix
F 2 Cmm by
ðF Þjk ¼ expð2pijk=mÞ;

ð28Þ

then

( "

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 2pL minðj; m  jÞ
F QF ¼ 2pLdiag exp 
2
m
)


j ¼ 1; . . . ; m

2

#

ð29Þ

Qe ¼

ð30Þ

htraceðQe Þi ¼ traceðQÞ ¼ m;

ð31Þ

where the angle brackets h:i denote the expected value,
while
rankðB  BÞ  N  1;

ð32Þ

so that Qe has at most N  1 non-zero eigenvalues.
These eigenvalues satisfy

n
X

hki ðQe Þi ¼ m;

ð33Þ

i¼1

where ki ðQe Þ denotes the i’th-largest eigenvalue of Qe .
The mean of the non-zero eigenvalues thus has the
expected value m=ðN  1Þ.
Now consider two cases, the limit L ! 0, and L large.
The ﬁrst corresponds to the observation-error covariance matrix R, which is typically close to diagonal, while
the second corresponds to the background-error
covariance matrix P b , which is relatively broad. Clearly,
all of R’s eigenvalues are unity. In contrast, Re will have
only N  1 non-zero eigenvalues, whose mean has the
expected value m=ðN  1Þ, which is larger than 1. This
constitutes a sampling bias which guarantees that the
spectrum of Re will be very diﬀerent to that of R.
For the large L case, P b has a relatively broad
covariance function, or in eigenspace by Eq. (29), a
relatively narrow one in which many of the eigenvalues
are very small. Thus the constraints Eq. (33) and that at
most N  1 of the eigenvalues are non-zero, lead to a
much less severe sampling bias in Peb ’s spectrum (and
hence HPeb H T ’s), than in Re ’s.
Finally, recall that for any symmetric positive semideﬁnite real matrices S and T , that
ki ðS þ T Þ

;

where F  denotes the complex conjugate transpose of F .
The m elements of the diagonal of F  QF are the Fourier
coeﬃcients and also clearly the eigenvalues; note that
they are real and that all except the ﬁrst and m=2 þ 1’th
are repeated. The corresponding columns of F are
complex eigenvectors, but the vectors for each repeated
eigenvalue are a complex conjugate pair and so by taking an appropriate linear combination, real eigenvectors
can be found. The vectors corresponding to the nonrepeated eigenvalues are real.
Now consider the Monte Carlo estimation of Q. That
is, choose B 2 RmN whose columns are N random
samples over the analysis domain, chosen from a
Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix Q, and
form the ensemble covariance matrix
1
ðB  BÞðB  BÞT :
N 1
Note that

htraceðQe Þi ¼

max½ki ðSÞ; ki ðT Þ

0

ð34Þ

(Golub and van Loan 1996, p. 396). Thus, the overestimate of the leading eigenvalues of Re due to the sampling bias places a lower bound under the leading
eigenvalues of HPeb H T þ Re .
4.2 A simple example
These ideas are illustrated in Fig. 1, which was calculated for the above situation with m ¼ 128 observations,
one at each of the n ¼ 128 gridpoints (so H ¼ In ), and
N ¼ 64 ensemble members. The background-error
covariance P b is deﬁned as above with length scale
L ¼ 8, and the observation-error covariance is R ¼ I. It
can be seen in Fig. 1a that sampling error slightly inﬂates
the ﬁrst two eigenvalues of Peb , but the spectrum is
otherwise well represented. The spectrum of R is ﬂat, but
the leading eigenvalues of Re are substantially greater
than those of R, consistent with the above analysis. In
Fig. 1b the spectra of P b þ R and Peb þ R are close to that
of Peb and P b at ﬁrst, while their smaller eigenvalues
converge to those of R. In contrast, the sampling bias in
the leading part of the spectrum of Re causes the spectrum of Peb þ Re to diverge from that of Peb relatively
early, and to be spuriously large in this range.
Figure 1c and d shows the spectrum of the Kalman
gain and analysis covariance matrices for the various
cases. Clearly, the assumption (25) improves the specb ee over that of Kee , but at the cost that the
trum of K
leading eigenvalues now exceed 1. aConsistent with this,
the analysis covariance spectrum Pb ee now has too much
energy in the leading modes.
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Fig. 1a–d Eigenvalue spectra for the case described in the text with
m ¼ n ¼ 128, L ¼ 8 and N ¼ 64. a Background-error and observation-error covariance matrices: P b (heavy line); Peb (light line, nearly
obscured by the former); R (heavy dashed); Re (light dashed).
b Innovation-error covariance matrices: P b þ R (heavy line); Peb þ R
(light line, nearly obscured by the former); Peb þ Re (light dashed).
c Kalman gain matrices: K (heavy line) Ke (light line, nearly obscured
b ee (line with stars). d Analysis
by the former); Kee (line with asterisks); K
covariance matrices:
Pa (heavy line); Pea (light line, nearly obscured by
a
the former); Pb ee (line with stars). Peea is everywhere 0 (because of the
ensemble collapse) and so does not appear on these axes

Figure 2 shows a realization of the analysis ensemble
under the various schemes for this case. Here, the
background ensemble was generated by random sampling of a multivariate Gaussian distribution with
covariance matrix P b , while the observations and their
perturbations were independent Gaussian with mean 0
and variance 1. Figure 2a shows the mean and ensemble
analyses using the ‘‘true’’ covariance matrices P b and R,
while Fig. 2b shows the situation for the SEnKF, with
Peb and R. The third panel has the mean analysis for the
OCEnKF; note that the analysis ensemble has here
collapsed, and that the mean analysis contains an excess
of energy at small scales, consistent with the spectrum of
Kee shown in Fig. 1. The ﬁnal panel shows the eﬀect of
applying Eq. (25), and it is apparent that the spread is
too large, and that the mean analysis contains too much
energy at long scales.a These are both consistent with the
b ee and Pb in Fig. 1c,d.
spectra of K
ee
Similar calculations were performed for a twodimensional domain. Here, the spectrum of P b was
broader than in the one-dimensional case, length scales
being equal. Although this gave greater sensitivity to the

Fig. 2a–d Mean analysis (heavy black line) and ensemble members
(light grey lines) for the case in Fig. 1 under various analysis schemes.
The KF mean analysis from panel a is repeated in the lower panels as
a heavy dashed line. a Analysis ensemble from applying KF to each
member of the background ensemble (i.e. using P b and R). b SEnKF
(i.e. using Peb and R). c OCEnKF (i.e. using Peb and Re ). d OCEnKF
with pseudo-inverse approximated by assuming HA0 !T ¼ 0

sampling bias discussed above than in the onedimensional case, this sensitivity was nevertheless much
less than for R. The eﬀects of representing P b and R by
ensembles were very similar to those found in the onedimensional case and presented above, as was the impact
of the pseudo-inverse approximation (Eq. 24) discussed
above, and further approximations to be examined
below.
4.3. Truncating the SVD of HA0 þ !
In the SVD (Eq. 23), R is a diagonal matrix which,
assuming HA0 and ! have rank N  1 and ignoring
round-oﬀ error, has precisely one diagonal entry of 0.
The matrix Rþ is calculated by replacing all non-zero
elements of RT by their reciprocal. However, round-oﬀ
error would normally require that any elements smaller
than some tolerance be regarded as zero, rather than
being inverted.
The numerical noise in the singular-value
decomposition is of order
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mkðHA0 þ !ÞðHA0 þ !ÞT k2
 m kHA0 A0T H T k2 þ k!!T k2
þ kHA0 !T þ !A0T H T k2
 m

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pLN ;

ð35Þ

where  is the numerical precision, k:k2 denotes the
matrix 2-norm, and the last line follows because
HA0 A0T H T has the largest 2-norm under the assumptions
in the previous subsection about the relative shapes of
the spectra of P b and R.
If the decomposition is done with, say, IEEE 64-bit
numerical precision with   2  1016 , this will usually
be much less than the tolerance applied by E2003, who
chose this tolerance to be such that either 99% (in the
text) or 99.9% (in the code in the Appendix) of the total
variance in R is retained. The code sample uses the
Eispack routine dgesvd to perform the SVD in which the
initial d implies double precision. The tolerance applied
by E2003 is therefore much more severe than round-oﬀ
considerations would normally require, and therefore
constitutes a second level of approximation in calculating the pseudo-inverse. Moreover, it is presented without any guidance as to how to choose this tolerance.
Figures 3 and 4 show the impact of making this truncation, for the same case as above. It is clear that the most
severe truncation shown nearly eliminates the spurious
b ee which exceed 1, and greatly reduces the
eigenvalues of K
a
similar eigenvalues of Pb ee . (Some of the apparent over
estimation of the leading part of the spectrum of P a is due
to sampling error; for comparison, an ensemble estimate
of this for the ‘‘true’’ case is also shown.) Note though that
a substantial systematic overestimation remains in all
cases. In Fig. 4 the two least severe truncation cases have
too much ensemble spread, while all three of the mean
analyses are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent to that calculated using
the true P b and R (Fig. 4, dashed).

Fig. 3a,b Eigenvalue spectra of a the gain matrix and b the analysiserror covariance matrix, for the cases in Fig 1. KF (heavy black line),
OCEnKF assuming HA0 !T ¼ 0 and no truncation (thin black line with
stars) and with truncation of the SVD at the 90% (dashed with
circles), 99% (dashed with triangles) and 99.9% (dashed with squares)
points. The lower panel shows in addition P a as estimated from the
analysis ensemble for KF (thin continuous line)

4.4 Truncating the pseudo-inverse of HA0 A0T H T þ !!T
Here another approximation strategy to the pseudoinverse term, not considered by E2003, is explored. Given
the excess energy at short scales in the analysis with the full
pseudo-inverse in Figs. 1 and 2, and its attribution to the
spectrum of Kee , it is reasonable to consider whether
removing some of the shorter scales, without making the
assumption (25), would yield beneﬁts. The eﬀects of this
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. If fewer modes are retained,
Kee loses its ﬂat spectrum. In this case, a threshhold of
99.9% gave the closest approximation of the spectrum of
Kee to K, while 90% gave the best approximation of the
a
spectrum of Pee
to P a , of those shown. Examination of the
corresponding analysis ensembles and comparison to
the ‘‘truth’’ in Fig. 1 conﬁrm that this case produces
reasonable behaviour. However, it is still clearly inferior
to that obtained using the SEnKF, shown in Fig. 2b.

Fig. 4a–c As for Fig. 2, but for the OCEnKF analyses under the
approximation HA0 !T ¼ 0 with truncation of the SVD at the a 90%,
b 99% and c 99.9% points
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background error has shown that a universal choice of
optimal truncation does not exist. Moreover, this approach is now numerically less eﬃcient than the SEnKF,
as directly calculating the inverse of Peb þ R is less
expensive than proceeding via the SVD of Peb þ Re .
4.5 A sequential OCEnKF?

Fig. 5 Similar to Fig. 3, but without the approximation HA0 !T ¼ 0.
KF (heavy black line), OCEnKF with no truncation (thin black with
stars) and with truncation of the SVD at the 90% (dashed with circles),
99% (dashed with triangles) and 99.9% (dashed with squares) points.
The curve for the untruncated analysis covariance Peea is identically
zero due to the ensemble collapse and does not appear

Fig. 6a–c Similar to Fig. 4, but without the assumption HA0 !T ¼ 0.
The SVD is truncated at the a 90% (top), b 99% and c 99.9% points

Experimentation in this simple system with diﬀerent
ensemble sizes, number of observations, background
length scales and relative magnitudes of observation and

Several of the variants of the EnKF so far proposed
have raised the possibility of a sequential approach; that
is, of analyzing the observations in batches of a relatively small number at a time or even singly, with an
update of the background covariance (using the
ensemble) between batches. Provided the observation
errors are uncorrelated between batches, this is equivalent to analyzing all the observations simultaneously.
For example, Houtekamer and Mitchell (2001) give a
thorough discussion and analysis of the implementation
of a sequential version of their double EnKF. A major
reason for their use of a sequential algorithm was to be
able to control the size of the linear system that needs to
be solved at each analysis. As the cost of this part of
their algorithm is proportional to the batch size cubed,
this allows a signiﬁcant control of the overall numerical
cost. They presented results for several conﬁgurations of
their system, with maximum batch sizes of 150, 300 and
1200 observations, and showed that the smaller batch
size had the least numerical cost. In their experiments,
the numerical cost of the largest batch size tested is less
than double that of the smallest, so the sensitivity of cost
to batch size is only moderate, and there is not a hard
upper bound on the batch size.
The problem with rank deﬁciency in the OCEnKF
arises when N  m, so it is clearly possible to avoid the
loss of rank by analyzing the observations in batches of
less than N at a time. Note that Re for the full set of
observations will not, in general, have oﬀ-diagonal
entries of 0, even if R does, due to sampling error.
Sequential analysis in the OCEnKF is thus equivalent to
setting blocks, corresponding to observation batches, of
oﬀ-diagonal elements of the full Re to 0. This will clearly
tend to increase the rank of HPeb H T þ Re . If batch sizes
of less than N are chosen, then this sequential version of
the OCEnKF will produce a full-rank analysis.
However, as the batch size decreases, the cost of a
direct solution of the SEnKF analysis for that batch also
diminishes, and the relative numerical advantage of the
OCEnKF becomes less. In fact, once the batch size is
less than N , as is necessary to avoid loss of rank,
HPeb H T þ Re for each batch will be of full rank and the
numerical advantages of rank deﬁciency will be lost.
A sequential algorithm is inherently more expensive
to parallelize than the direct, because the information
from all ensemble members must be brought together
after analyzing each observation batch, and interprocess
communication is relatively expensive. Determining the
optimum batch size depends on a trade-oﬀ between
the cost of the analysis for each batch, the cost of
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interprocess communication, and other factors as discussed by Houtekamer and Mitchell (2001). The OCEnKF, with its hard upper bound on batch size, will oﬀer
much less ﬂexibility in this regard than the SEnKF.
Finally, ‘‘buddy-check’’ quality control algorithms
similar to those of Lorenc (1981) are less satisfactory in a
sequential setting, as an observation once used cannot be
rejected, even if a signiﬁcant number of observations in
subsequent batches are found to disagree with it. The
negative impact of this can probably be controlled in
practise by not making the batch size too small. Again, a
sequential version of the SEnKF oﬀers superior ﬂexibility to a sequential OCEnKF in this regard.
Thus, while the sequential approach to the OCEnKF
may avoid the problem of collapse, there are some signiﬁcant problems to overcome before it could be useful
in real oceanographic or atmospheric assimilation systems, and its numerical advantages relative to a similarly
sequential SEnKF would be less marked.

5 Conclusions
It has been shown analytically that the variant of the
EnKF proposed by E2003 will collapse to a single
member, provided that the ensemble size is not more
than half the number of observations plus one. This
result has been related to the spectrum of the associated
gain matrix, which consists solely of 1’s and 0’s.
It was further demonstrated that some approximations, presented by E2003 as conducive to numerical
eﬃciency, will prevent this collapse but at the cost of
incorrectly representing both the analysis ensemble
spread and the mean analysis. On the other hand, these
problems do not arise in the standard version of the
EnKF, in which the observation-error covariance matrix
is used directly, rather than via a Monte Carlo representation.
In a crude sense, the result that better performance is
attained in the SEnKF than in the OCEnKF is perhaps
not surprising — after all, E2003’s new scheme clearly
increases the level of sampling error with which one
must contend. However, the situation is more subtle
than that. The (nearly) diagonal observation-error
covariance matrix is a very poor candidate for Monte
Carlo representation, which leads to a substantial systematic bias in its eigenvalues. This latter problem was
shown to be considerably less severe for the relatively
broadly structured background-error covariance matrix.
This last point may help explain an apparent peculiarity of atmospheric and oceanographic EnKF
schemes. EnKF schemes for the atmosphere and ocean
have produced satisfactory results with ensembles that
are remarkably small, in the sense that the number of

members is a small fraction of both the number of
observations and the dimension of the state space. This
may be because the important step is to properly represent the appropriate covariance matrices. In the
atmosphere and ocean, the background-error covariance, with a relatively compact spectrum, can be represented with far fewer ensemble members than is required
for the much ﬂatter spectrum of the observation-error
covariance. The arguments above suggest that this can
lead to satisfactory performance of the EnKF, provided
one applies the ensemble representation only to P b , and
not to R as well, as done in E2003.
Evensen (2003) claims some numerical advantages
arise in his implementation of the EnKF when R is
approximated by Re , essentially because Re is of reduced
rank. While this claim is not disputed, it was shown here
that it comes at a signiﬁcant cost in terms of numerical
accuracy. In particular, there is a marked degradation in
the accuracy of the depiction of the analysis-error
covariance. Since the main virtue of the EnKF is its
ability to determine system state-dependent error statistics, it is suggested that the representation of R by Re is
unlikely to be worthwhile in practice.
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